ANACORTES PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 547, ANACORTES, WA

98221

(360) 293-1918 / (360) 293-1928

Anacortes Community Forest Lands Advisory Board
July 1, 2021
July Meeting Cancelled

If reasonable accommodation due to a disability is needed
contact Mac Jackson at 360-293-1918
48-hours prior to the meeting date.

ACFL Forest Advisory Board Minutes
Date: June 3, 2021
Board Present: Sandra Starbuck, Brian Wetcher, Joann York-Gilmore, Nick Stowe

Staff Present: Bob Vaux, Jonn Lunsford, Victoria Wong, Steve Phillips
Public: None

Called to Order: 6:02PM

Minutes: May 6, 2021 minutes approved as written

Public Comment: None
Friends of the Forest: None

Communication/Correspondence: Commercial shoot on Mt. Erie has finished. Walla Walla College Marine Biology
program wanted to go out to the forest lands to collect bugs, and we advised them that we are not a collection facility,
but they are more than welcome to photograph and walk through the trails. Jonn: we had a meeting with the chamber
and the friends of the forest, with Council Member Walters and Mayor Gere – a promotional video came out while being
filmed in the community forest lands - to get young adults to enjoy the forest lands. If videos of the forest lands are
being filmed, keeping community in mind and consult with us for do's and don'ts. Brian: communication with lakeside
industries - they would like to be included in any wildlands management plan.

Whistle Lake Dam: We made another trip out with our consultant, Geo Engineers to do the necessary
reconnaissance for the current structure of the dam - what to replace, how big, etc. It's going to be a while going
through the analysis. Talking with a few other permitting agencies outside the city to make sure we're doing everything
we can do. We certainly got word out on what could possibly happen. The amount of impact of private forest would be
just as significant and still need to go up trail #22 and #205 so we're better off using the city trail system and leaving the
private land intact. Nick: is this high priority of dept of ecology? They know we're engaged, they have our information,
but our preliminary guess - they could take a minimum of possibly a year before anything really happens there.

Conservation Easement Program Update: CEP program – Skagit Land Trust would like us to clean up the separate deeds
that were collected in the first 20 years of the program to bring it up to speed and what is covered and what is not for
the future. Conrad is a consultant we hired and is helping us with some examples and legal wording. It'll be a slight
change in the contract – and to add climate change wording - in contract it could say the Skagit Land Trust can look at
small logging, bug infestations the effects of climate change - stewardship and conservation. No language like that
currently in the contracts. Presenting to city council hopefully by end of summer. We do not expect it to take too long to
update.

Staff Reports: Excited to have seasonal help at the ACFL.

Bob: We have Ali Schuh and Gabe Apple working the forest lands this summer. They’ve done great work so far with the
trimming. Spent time over the holiday weekend - so far, they haven't had to deal with behavioral issues much but they
had a situation on Monday and dealt with it great and are eager to learn. We have a volunteer work party this Saturday,
June 5th, also as National Trails Day. We'll be up at trailhead #26 at 9am and attacking scotch broom as much as we can.
This past weekend, Friends of the Forest ambassadors were at the whistle lake parking lot with information table and
volunteers with no negative reports so all is good. Coming up is city council with the Forest Land Management Plan after
the critical areas ordinance discussion is done.

Other Business: We won't be meeting in July - next meeting would be August 5th. City hall will be open June 14th 9am1pm for a soft opening, and July 6th fully open. If there are face to face meetings to commence, we can talk about when
the Forest Advisory Board could meet up. Senior Center will be the last to open up at the moment. We will know more in
July. Nick: trail #206 closed to horses still? Trail #206 is part of storm damage clean up from mid-january tied into the
access to the dam. Because our consultant is looking for some federal aid to clean up, we were asked to not clean it up
otherwise it'll be funded differently. Volunteers have just about cleaned it up, but there is a little area that is hard for
horses to get through. We're hoping for it to be fixed and cleaned soon. #204 - beginning of the south end of Whistle
Lake past the bridge - needs to be a little wider.

Meeting adjourned at approximately 6:34PM.

The NEXT MEETING will be held on Tuesday, August 5th, 2021, at 6:00 PM, virtually.

Respectfully submitted by,
Victoria Wong

Approved: June 8, 2021

ACFL Maintenance Report

JUNE – 2021 by Steve Phillips

June 23, 2021
Summer has begun, not due to tilt of the Earth on its axis, nor the activities of birds and bees, but due to the
temperature of the water and air and the fact that sunshine feels good. Last weekend’s soaring temperatures brought
large numbers of visitors to our Forestlands, where our public contact tends to be Whistle Lake.
If you invest, buy stock in inflatables, Bluetooth speakers, vape pens, coolers, and hard seltzer. These items have secured
their place on the “must-haves” list for many visitors to Whistle Lake in 2021.
This is my second summer in this role. I recognize some familiar faces from last summer, two in particular, as welcome
visitors who litter-pick and, as far as I can tell, never smoke anything or drink alcohol at Whistle Lake.
Most park users comply when we ask them to turn down or off their Bluetooth speakers. Though they are often
surprised at this request of ours, most at least understood that loud music tends to impact the experience for others,
who may have come to this park to relax, read a book, birdwatch, etc.
On June 3, one of our seasonal staff noticed jumps, embankments, and a rogue trail on trail 200 that seemed to be
intended for dirt bikes. We went out the next day as a crew to demolish the jumps and drag brush over the trail. Staff
and I have been back twice since to monitor for rebuilding.
Also on June 4, I put up a new sign at the entrance to Heart Lake indicating “No fires, no camping, no BBQ” to highlight
these rules as visitors arrive.
Over the weekend of June 5-6, hikers reported marking of many trees in many places on our trails. I went out on
Tuesday the 8th to scout them all, taking a tally. I needed to finish this count the next day, but the total objects (trees,
signposts, rocks) came to 129; spanning 5.29 miles and 11 different trails, mostly surrounding Sugarloaf and south Heart
Lake. We became somewhat engrossed in this task, repeatedly asking ourselves: who would do this, and why? Trail run?
Night bike ride? I found myself suspicious of everyone we encountered, but only encountered people asking the same
questions. We would wait a few days to do anything about the vandalism until police gave us the OK.
On June 9 something very unusual happened. Alli and I went out with buckets of gravel and shovels to repair a
hazardous hole in Trail 220 reported by Beck Pittman. On our return to the truck, as we merrily chatted, we came up on
a group of hikers at 25/212 that seemed a little large for a Wednesday morning – they numbered 10 to 15. I chatted
them up, that nagging question still in my head, as the person who appeared to be their leader stood directly in front of
a marked tree. After a brief polite exchange, this man volunteered that he, in fact, was the one who marked up the hike
route with spray chalk, and that he had done it on Saturday the 5th. He advised me that the product is called spray chalk,
and to “look it up” because if I was seriously concerned about these markings, they “wear off in 3 days.” Rather than
informing him the number of days that had already elapsed, I decided to see if he wanted to share any other
information. So I asked his name and he told me. We walked on, they continued their hike, and I drove to cell range to
report this coincidence to Bob. At this point the matter is in the hands of APD.
The paint seemed to partially rub off onto a finger, but still remained on the marked surface. We determined that
dousing with water while gently scrubbing with a toilet brush did the trick, so by June 11 we had armed ourselves with
brushes and sprayers and began removing markings as a team. Gabe would end up doing the lion’s share of this work.
Thanks, Gabe!
On June 16 we had a few blowdowns to cut, which gave me the opportunity to train Gabe on a chainsaw.
On June 17 I began sampling our lakes for fecal coliform. I collect these samples and they are processed at the Anacortes
Wastewater Treatment plant. So far, results are all negative or very low.
We continue to clean the 32nd St Beaver Deceiver. We removed excess sticks from the Ace of Hearts beaver dam at trail
23’s end. And we continue to keep 108 from flooding by breaking down the repeating beaver dam there.

Yesterday, June 22, we took our boat onto Heart Lake to respond to reports of water milfoil, an aquatic invasive plant. I
confirmed its presence and Bob has already contacted a contractor to discuss treatment options.
Miscellaneous Good News
We teamed up with the Friends of the Forest on June 5 and had a fantastic work party removing broom from an
unnamed offtrail bald near Sugarloaf. Here is a before/after set showing part of our work. We pulled some by hand, and
used the “cut and peel” method for others too large to pull by hand.

June 2021 Parks and ACFL Operations
Administrative Report

Our entire full-time staff has been involved with the hiring process for two parks maintenance team positions.
First round interviews took place June 3rd. From there we narrowed the field to four finalists, who came in for a
meet and greet with our maintenance staff. After lengthy evaluation, the jobs were offered to and accepted by
Braydn Krueger and Myles Farrell. Both are born and raised here in Anacortes, and very excited to join our team.
Braydn comes on board July 1, while Myles’ first day will be July 6. We are grateful to Mayor Gere and the City
Council for allowing us to fill these long-frozen positions.

By now you have probably been made aware of the 129 blue chalk paint markings on trees throughout the ACFL on
the weekend of June 5/6. In 31+ years of Parks & Rec work, I have never seen graffiti of this magnitude, especially
as the result of one application. ACFL Steve and the Trail Team were not only able to get the mess cleaned up in a
very efficient way, but they found the individual who admitted to doing it. The Anacortes Police Department has
an on-going investigation.

Spent some time with new Fire Chief Bill Harris and Captain Jack Kennedy reviewing camp and beach fire policy at
Washington Park, as well as freeing up some park and ACFL sites for AFD training opportunities. A reminder that
we work closely with the AFD on burn bans and other fire safety related issues year round.

I spent some time in the ACFL each of the three Memorial Day weekend days. Did some early morning checking of
potential campsites, along with some training of our seasonal staff at Whistle Lake in the afternoons. The
weekend came and went quietly.

I continue to support ACFL staff, working sunshine shifts as the current weather dictates. While many Father’s and
their families enjoyed the woods last Sunday, the family atmosphere kept things at a dull roar.

June 5th was National Trails Day, and we hosted a volunteer work party on the east side of Sugarloaf. Six of us
spent the morning carefully removing scotchbroom from some sensitive rocky bald terrain, then enjoyed a trail or
two after in honor of the day.

Council and Planning Department staff continue work on the Critical Areas Regulations update. The public hearing
has been closed for now, but may be revisited depending upon the magnitude of changes proposed by the Council.

It was great to see the Friends of the Forest Trail Ambassador program kick off on May 29th. Two volunteers set up
shop in the Whistle Lake parking lot from 9A-2P, and were able to make contact with several forest visitors.

Our consultants continue work on the Whistle Lake dam safety plan. We have not had any recent on site activity.

We did spend time on the Guemes Channel Trail with our consultant, along with staff from FEMA and couple of
different state agencies. We were evaluating last winter’s storm damage, our short term repairs and some options
for the future.

Jonn and I, along with Mayor Gere, other COA Department Heads and a variety of consultants visited the old “A”
Avenue landfill site. It was mostly an historical and fact finding tour as we work through the Model Toxics Control
Act protocol.

Mayor Gere, Council member Matt Miller, Friends of the Forest Board President Charlie Collins, Jonn Lunsford and
I met with new Chamber President/CEO Jesica Stickles. We focused our discussion on the relationship between the
FOF, the COA, the Chamber and how the ACFL might be used to promote our community. We each made a
commitment to work together on future projects.

Our local Rotary Club continues work on the Cap Sante trail and viewpoint project. Next steps are working with a
fish and wildlife habitat consultant, along with the COA Planning Department.

Jonn and I met in town with Allison Dellwo, our RCO grant manager. We spent some time looking at long term
options at Storvik and the Skate Park, as well as some site plan review at Heart Lake.

Washington Park remains a popular wedding option for some, especially those catching up from a cancelled
ceremony a year ago. I do my best to work with folks, help them realize their matrimonial dreams while protecting
our amazing natural park area.

Misc tasks…working with a new downtown business owner on some sidewalk options…meeting with
homeowners regarding adjacent ACFL trees…

Faithfully Submitted,

Bob Vaux, Assistant Director
June 22, 2021

